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Abstract: Optically resonant devices are promising as label-free biomolecular sensors due to their ability to concentrate electromagnetic energy into small mode volumes and their capacity for multiplexed detection. A fundamental limitation of current optical biosensor technology is that the biomolecular interactions are limited to the surface of the resonant device, while the highest intensity of electromagnetic energy is trapped within the core. In this paper, we present nanoporous polymer optofluidic devices consisting of ring resonators coupled to bus waveguides. We report a 40% increase in polymer device sensitivity attributed to the addition of core energy-bioanalyte interactions.
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1. Introduction

Label-free biosensors are a promising class of biomolecular detectors because they bypass the need for a fluorescent, radio, or enzymatic label. Dependence on such a label to detect a biomolecular interaction can adversely impact device performance, either by interfering with the binding event (false negative) or by non-specific adsorption of the labeling molecule (false positive) [1]. There are a number of well developed techniques that permit direct label-free detection of bound target biomolecules [2], including optical [3–5], electrical [6], and acoustic sensors [7]. Within the broader class of label-free biosensors, optically resonant devices are particularly promising due to their ability to concentrate electromagnetic energy into small mode volumes, their capacity for multiplexed detections, and their ability to operate in aqueous environments [8–13]. A number of different architectures have been investigated in the development of optically resonant biosensors, including photonic crystals [5, 14], microrings/microracetracks [16,17].

A fundamental limitation to the sensitivity of most optical biosensors is that the biomolecular interactions are limited to the surface of the resonant device, while the highest intensity of electromagnetic energy is trapped within the core (Fig. 1a). An example of a technique that attempts to resolve this problem are liquid core slot waveguide biosensors, which confine both the target bioanalyte and optical energy to the same volume [18]. These types of devices can also be fabricated into ring resonators to further localize optical energy [19], yet their commercialization is often hindered by expensive and complicated fabrication.

At the other end of the spectrum, polymer optical biosensors offer low cost, simple fabrication, but suffer from lower sensitivities than silicon equivalents [10,12,13, 20–22]. Polymers are commercially available with a range of thermal, mechanical, and optical properties, and can be readily functionalized for the immobilization of biomolecular sensing agents [23]. Further, Polymer chemistry can be tuned to yield unique optical structures and properties that are difficult to fabricate with traditional silicon based techniques. Due to their cheap material and fabrication requirements polymer biosensors lend themselves well to being manufactured as one-use disposables. Because of this, problems with surface fouling due to repeated use can often be mitigated.

In this paper, we present a method of increasing the sensitivity of optically resonant polymer biosensors. Ring resonators are chosen for their relatively high Q factors and excellent ability to localize optical energy. By creating porous resonators, bioanalytes in the detection medium are enabled to interact with the core waveguide energy increasing the effect these molecules have on the devices resonance, and thus increasing the devices sensitivity, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The increase in sensitivity associated with added porosity stems from both an increase in the amount of bioanalyte allowed to interact with the modal energy as well as an increase in the average modal energy the bioanalytes can interact with. Together these
effects allow for greater enhancements to sensitivity than a similar increase in surface area would if unaccompanied by the deeper access pores provide.

Figure 2 shows an example of a nanoporous polymer optofluidic device consisting of a ring resonator coupled to a bus waveguide. These devices are fabricated using imprint lithography, a unique blend of polymers, and a selective solvent. By using nanoporous materials, we are able to detect biomolecular interactions occurring throughout the core of the ring resonator, enabling a 40% increase in sensitivity. We demonstrate this technique using polystyrene nanoporous waveguides, which we combine with polymeric microfluidics to yield an optofluidic biosensor constructed of inexpensive polymers.
2. Methods

Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the fabrication process. As detailed below, an imprint master was prepared using traditional photolithography and coated with an antistiction layer before embossing. Selected solvation was used to remove one polymer from a two-polymer system, and microfluidic channels were attached to the resonators to allow localization of target biomolecules. Optical excitation studies were then performed to determine changes in the resonance and sensitivity of devices as a function of added porosity.

2.1 Mode calculations and simulations

Lumerical FDTD Solutions software (Lumerical Solutions, Inc, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada) was used to analyze mode profiles and ring resonators in order to determine the effective refractive indices of our waveguides as well as approximate resonator characteristics. Three dimensional calculations of mode profiles produced effective refractive indices for our waveguides which were then used to determine optimal waveguide cross-sections as well as approximate ring radii and coupling lengths.

Fig. 3. A two step lithographic process was employed to create nanoporous waveguides. (a) First, an embossing master was created out of silicon oxide using standard photolithographic techniques and fluorine based etching. (b) Second, a custom polymer resist was spun onto a silicon oxide on silicon wafer, imprinted using the embossing master, and then developed using a select solvent.

2.2 Silicon master preparation

Hot embossing masters were fabricated from silicon wafers. A 2 µm film of undoped silicon oxide was deposited onto clean silicon wafers using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Wafers were then treated with P10 primer for ten seconds to promote photoresist adhesion, after which SPR 955 - 0.9 (MicroChem Corporation, Newton, MA, USA) positive photoresist was spun at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds. After a 90 second soft bake at 90 °C, wafers were patterned on an i-line autostepper, subjected to a post exposure bake of 90 seconds at 115 °C, and developed for one minute in AZ300-MIF alkaline developer. Patterned wafers were anisotropically etched on an Oxford PlasmaLab 80 + using fluorine based gas chemistry (50 sccm CHF₃, 2 sccm O₂, 50 mTorr, 200 W) to yield 1.1 µm deep features. After stripping residual photoresist, etched masters were cleaned for 10 minutes with oxygen plasma. This cleaning process was used to ensure uniformity and stability of the anti-stiction coating.
((1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyl)trichlorosilane, FOTS) which was deposited using molecular vapor deposition in order to prevent stiction between the silicon master and the polymer substrate during imprint.

2.3 Substrate preparation

A 3 µm film of undoped silicon oxide was vapor deposited onto clean silicon wafers to serve as a lower cladding material beneath the polymer waveguides and ring resonators. An 80:20 weight ratio blend of polystyrene (PS, M<sub>n</sub> 13,502, Pressure Chemical Company, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, M<sub>n</sub> 15,000, Scientific Polymer Products, Ontario, NY, USA) was dissolved to 5% by weight in tetrahydrofuran. After filtering through a 0.22 µm nylon syringe filter, the polymer blend was spun on wafers for 30 seconds at 2000 rpm, followed by curing at 145 °C for five minutes to drive off residual solvent.

2.4 Hot embossing

Polymer waveguides and ring resonators were formed using nanoimprint lithography (Nanonex, Monmouth Junction, NJ, USA). Polymer substrates were brought into contact with silicon masters and degassed for 2 minutes during the chamber pump down. Substrates and masters were heated to 130 °C and pressurized to 120 psi to precondition the polymer, followed by embossing at 140 °C and 500 psi for four minutes. In agreement with the previous literature, because of the aspect ratio between the waveguide structures and the thin polymer film, for many patterns higher pressure was needed than when imprinting other features [12,13]. Substrates were cleaved by marking the edge of the wafer onto which the polymer waveguides had been embossed using a diamond scribe, and carefully snapping the wafer along one of its crystal planes. Scanning electron microscopy revealed that this technique yielded smooth polymeric end facets, free of debris or roughness (see Fig. 5b). On average this technique allowed us to yield approximately six working devices from a four inch wafer imprinted with a total of nine devices.

2.5 Nanopore development

Nanopores were introduced to the embossed optical structures by selectively developing out PMMA from the PMMA-PS composite devices. Ring resonators were covered in a droplet of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) for 2 hours, followed by rinsing in water and drying under filtered air. Because of the different solubility characteristics of PS and PMMA in DMSO only PMMA is removed this way leaving a porous polystyrene waveguide behind. Further, by localizing pores to only the resonators, and not the entire bus waveguide, transmission loses were significantly reduced. If pores were created by placing the devices in bulk DMSO solutions, pores developed much faster (2-10 minutes), likely attributed to the better mass transport of the larger solvent. For longer times in DMSO the waveguide structures delaminate from the underlying silicon oxide. Additionally, development based on oxygen plasma was also investigated. By etching devices in oxygen plasma for 3 to 5 minutes PMMA can be removed from PS due to its higher reactivity with the oxygen species.

2.6 Surface analysis

The morphology of nanoporous waveguides and resonators, as well as the integrity of embossed structures, were observed using scanning electron microscopy. A thin gold layer (<5 nm) was sputtered onto the waveguide structures prior to imaging and scanning electron microscopy was performed at energies between 1keV and 2 keV. Reflective indices of the polymers were determined on a Woollam Spectroscopic Ellipsometer scanning at angles of incidence ranging from 65° to 75°, varying wavelength from 3,000 to 10,000 Å. Film thickness was characterized using a FilMetrics Optical Film Measurement System (Filmetrics, Inc., San Diego, CA). Freeze fracture techniques in liquid nitrogen were also employed in order to determine the extent and depth of porosity.
2.7 Microfluidic channels

Microfluidic masters were fabricated using standard photolithography techniques and SU-8. Poly (dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS, Ellsworth Adhesives) molds were produced using soft lithography and aligned to our optical chips using a set of translational stages and a microscope. Holders for the device were laser cut out of Plexiglas and fit around the fluidic and optical layers as shown in Fig. 4. This technique was used over traditional PDMS-glass oxygen plasma bonding because of the effect oxygen plasma has on our composite material. Holes punched through the PDMS layer were fit with small metal interconnects and tubes were attached allowing flow to be induced both with a syringe manually or with a syringe pump for regulated flow velocities.

Fig. 4. (a) An illustration of the experimental setup is shown. Polarized laser light is sent through a lensed fiber and coupled into the waveguide. The waveguide is offset by 3mm to prohibit scattered light from reaching the detector and outcoming light is refocused through an objective lens, put through a polarization filter, and then reaches a photodetector. (b) Optical and microfluidic devices are shown aligned and sandwiched between two Plexiglas device holders. The final assembly is screwed closed forming a tight seal around our microfluidic channels. Illustrations show the concentration of the light (c) and fluid (d) are localized to one small area over the resonator. (e) Shows a ring resonator imaged through the device and covered in aqueous solution.

2.8 Optical excitation

An Ando AQ4321D laser source (tunable between 1520 and 1620 nm) was used to couple light into polymeric waveguides as in previous work by our group [5]. Both the fiber and the chip are mounted on 3-axis stages to ensure accurate alignment. The input and output facets of the waveguide are shifted by 3 mm to prevent detection of scattered light. Light that passes through the waveguide is collected and collimated, then passed through a polarizer to select only the TM mode, before reaching the photodetector, as shown in Fig. 4a.

2.9 Sensitivity measurements

Resonator sensitivity was determined by immersing the waveguides in an aqueous cladding solution of varying amounts of glucose. Solution refractive indices were determined using a refractometer. Glucose concentrations were chosen in order to make sure resonant peak shift
from one solution to another didn’t exceed the free spectral range of the devices in order to make sure peaks could be identified. Specifically, five glucose solutions were chosen at approximately 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20% to satisfy this requirement and because of availability. Solutions were measured before each experiment to confirm their refractive index.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Lumerical FDTD simulations

The results of our FDTD simulations indicate that polystyrene waveguides with dimensions 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) in height by 2.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) in width support both one TE and one TM mode. Because of limitations from the fabrication techniques used we were only able to place our resonators within 250 to 400 nm of the bus waveguide that evanescently coupled into them. At this spacing, our simulations determined that the racetrack resonators would achieve the highest energy storage with a coupling length of around 20 to 30 \( \mu \text{m} \). Comparing both scattering and bending losses we were able to determine that radii less than 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) had prohibitively high bending loses and that increases beyond radii of approximately 60 \( \mu \text{m} \) only seemed to increasing scattering losses. This information was used to guide the fabrication of the resonators with the goal of obtaining reasonable Q factors.

3.2 Porous resonator fabrication

Resonators were place between 250 and 400 nm from our waveguide, the closest we were able to achieve with the i-line stepper we used. We produced racetrack resonators of sizes ranging from 35 \( \mu \text{m} \) radii and 20 \( \mu \text{m} \) coupling lengths to 65 \( \mu \text{m} \) radii and 30 \( \mu \text{m} \) coupling lengths. By tuning parameters such as the ratio of the two polymers we were able to observe differences in resulting pore sizes. DMSO selectively removed PMMA from polystyrene without adversely affecting the polystyrene waveguide structure (Fig. 5). Additionally, oxygen plasma etching created even more porous structures, but was difficult to isolate to only the ring region resulting in devices which scattered too much to optically excite and measure (Fig. 6). Using a cleave and snap technique we were able to repeatedly generate smooth edges for light coupling with no deformation or debris. Porosity in solvent generated waveguides and resonators was approximately 9-10% of their surface area with pore diameters on the order of 60 to 120 nm and depths on the order of a few hundred nanometers. In general, there was little interconnectedness between pores in these waveguides. Because polystyrene has a contact angle less than 90\(^\circ\) \[24\], we suspect the pores are wetting, and that aqueous solutions are capable of penetrating into the structure.
3.3 Optical excitation and resonance measurements

A typical spectrum from the resonators is shown in Fig. 7. The cladding liquid here is water and approximately 1mW of laser power is coupled into the waveguide. After loses from coupling and scattering approximately 40-100 microwatts of power are collected at the detector. Depending on the exact fabrication of the resonator and any defects in it, we observed extinctions between 3 and 15 dB at the resonant wavelength and Q-factors between 1000 and 3000. In general, we observed resonators with larger radii tended to outperform...
smaller ones, a factor we attributed to high bending losses due to the relatively small index difference between polystyrene and water. Resonance peaks were fit with Lorentzian functions in order to determine their location and full width half max.

3.4 Resonance shift as a function of porosity

As DMSO is allowed to dissolve PMMA out from our waveguide we observe a blue shift in resonance corresponding to this loss of material. Using this type of measurement we can observe pores being added to our material simply through measurements of the optical resonance of the devices. Figure 8 shows measurements taken as a device was exposed to DMSO. After each exposure to DMSO the resonators were rinsed with water and dry air before the next measurement was taken. These rinsing and drying steps are important because the refractive index of DMSO is approximately 1.48, and when the porous resonator is covered with and filled by DMSO the resonant peaks red shift. As the DMSO evaporates the resonant peaks blue shift back and reach a final stable point once the DMSO is no longer present.

![Graph showing resonance shift](image)

Fig. 8. As the porosity of a ring resonator increases its resonance blue shifts. This change corresponds with decreasing mass and a shorter optical path and is a good indicator that pores are being generated. Measurements of resonance were taken with the resonator immersed in water at all four timepoints, and conditions were controlled so the only change was the addition of pores.

3.5 Effect of porosity on sensitivity

Figure 9 shows resonances both before pores were added and after in a single device as well as SEMs of a nonporous device and after pores are added. A resonant peak is plotted at five different glucose concentrations for each resonator. Note that as the index of the cladding solution increases the resonant condition red-shifts, which corresponds with the longer optical path. This result agrees with Fig. 8, where a blue-shift was observed due to a shortening of the optical path associated with the addition of pores. Due to increased interaction between the aqueous sample solution and the waveguide’s core energy the change in resonance is greater in the porous device. Additionally, Fig. 10 compares the sensitivity of nonporous and porous resonators, showing a 42% increase in resonator sensitivity. Standard error is used to show inter device variability, which is significantly higher for the porous resonators compared to the nonporous, a characteristic we attribute to different porosity arising during fabrication.
Both sets of data were fit with a linear regression running through the origin and sensitivities of 66.15 and 94.05 were determined. The nonporous and porous resonator sensitivities have coefficient of determination ($R^2$) values of 0.995 and 0.968, respectively, both indicating a good fit.

![Graph A and B](image)

Fig. 9. The resonance shift of nonporous (a) polymer resonators is compared to their (b) porous counterparts. Measurements are taken at five different concentrations of glucose between 0 and 20 percent. As the refractive index of the cladding solution increases, a corresponding red shift is seen in the resonance condition of the rings. Because of increased bioanalyte electromagnetic energy interactions occurring in the porous waveguide the sensitivity of the device is significantly increased, and further shifts can be observed in (b) than (a). SEMs of a waveguide without pores (c) and of the waveguide after pores (d) are added are also shown.

4. Conclusions

In this work we have shown how porous polymer waveguides can be fabricated using nanoimprint lithography and selective solvents. The porous structures created provide higher sensitivity than their nonporous counterparts and the modification can be performed in only one additional step using only a solvent. This modification can be made prior to functionalization and fits naturally into the creation of ring resonator biosensors. Additionally other changes could be made to further enhance the sensitivity of porous waveguides. One example is the use of wetting agents that could allow bioanalytes to penetrate deeper into the porous waveguide structure and further increase sensitivity. A second example involves allowing bioanalyte solution to dissolve on the waveguide, concentrating the molecules of interest into the pores, where they would be capable of causing a greater change in sensitivity. One limitation in this work is the lack of quantitative biomolecular sensing studies. In future work we plan on functionalizing these porous waveguides for certain biomarkers and determining how their porous nature effects these detection reactions.

The work presented here only shows a simple application of how two-polymer systems can be used to create interesting nanostructures for optics. Here the polymers are mixed in suspension and allowed to phase separate into random arrangements. In theory, it's possible to imagine that by creating diblock copolymers or other similar systems that two polymers could be caused to assemble into long-range ordered structures [25]. These nanostructures could not
only allow for increased sensitivity in ring structures but could also potentially be used to create interesting optical materials, including self-assembled photonic crystals.

![Graph showing the sensitivity of porous versus nonporous resonators](image)

**Fig. 10.** The sensitivity of a porous resonator is plotted against that of a nonporous resonator. An increase in over 40% sensitivity can be seen. The first data point appears at 0 corresponding to the resonator immersed in water.

We have shown that by using simple polymer techniques the sensitivity of optical resonators can be increased by over 40%. While the sensitivity of polymer devices is generally lower than traditional silicon devices these porous additions can provide polymer ring resonators an advantage. This increase in sensitivity combined with the simple fabrication and low cost associated with polymers can provide a distinct advantage to these devices and a simple way to make highly sensitive inexpensive biosensors.
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